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Abstract: The application of a neutral particle analyzer (NPA) diagnostic at the Globus-M/M2
spherical tokamaks is discussed. Physical principles of the diagnostic are reviewed. Two general
approaches—active and passive measurements—are described. Examples of NPA application for the
ion temperature and isotope composition measurements are presented. NPA-aided studies of the
energetic ions in the MHD-free discharges, as well as in the experiments with sawtooth oscillations
and toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes, are considered.
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1. Introduction

Neutral particle analyzers (NPAs) are actively used for the ion component study at
present tokamaks [1–13] and stellarators [14–18] and will be utilized at ITER [19,20]. The
NPA-based diagnostic utilizes analysis of charge-exchange (CX) fluxes of atoms emitted
from the plasma. The key feature of this diagnostic, making it stand out from other
ion diagnostics and contributing to its widespread application, is the straightforward
interpretation of the signal due to the fact that analyzed atoms are former plasma ions,
and the energy distribution of these atoms is similar to the one of ions. In addition to
this feature, the NPA-based diagnostic possesses high energy and mass resolution and
can provide line-integrated or local measurements while operating in passive or active
mode, respectively.

Regarding Globus-M, the first NPA was installed at this spherical tokamak in 2001,
two years after the first plasma was obtained. Starting from that moment on, the NPA
diagnostic was routinely utilized as one of the main tokamak diagnostics, expanded later
by the second analyzer. These two NPAs were migrated to Globus-M2 in 2018 and were
recently complemented by the third analyzer. At Globus-M/M2 NPAs were used for the
study of both thermal and energetic H and D ions in both active and passive modes. It
was the only diagnostic providing data on hydrogen decrease in composition, fast ion
distribution and, in the experiments without neutral beam injection (NBI), ion temperature.
Prior to charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) being installed in 2013, NPA
was the only diagnostic for ion temperature measurements during NBI heating.

In this paper, the NPA diagnostic application at Globus-M and Globus-M2 spherical
tokamaks are reviewed. We discuss such topics as experimental studies of thermal ion
distribution, used to determine ion temperature and isotopic composition; the dynamic
distribution of the non-Maxwellian fast ion component during the auxiliary plasma heating;
and physical principles of the diagnostic, underlying NPA application under consideration.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, physical principles of the NPA diagnostic
in passive and active mode are discussed; in Section 3, Globus-M/M2 spherical toka-
maks, their diagnostics and heating systems are described; in Section 4, ion temperature
measurement in passive and active mode is reviewed, followed by the discussion of the
isotope composition measurements in Section 5; in Section 6, NPA-related fast ion studies
in MHD-free plasma are considered; in Section 7, the influence of the sawtooth oscillations
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and Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) on fast ion distribution, observed using NPA, is
shown. Finally, a summary is given in Section 8.

2. Physical Principles
2.1. General Principles

NPA diagnostic is based on the registration and analysis of atomic fluxes emitted by
the plasma. In any plasma, in addition to charged particles (electrons and ions), there is
a relatively small fraction of residual atoms. In the case of hydrogen plasmas, the main
sources of these atoms are penetration of neutral hydrogen from the region outside the
plasma; recombination of plasma electrons and ions in the bulk plasma; atomic beams
and pellets injected into the plasma; and CX of plasma ions with hydrogen-like impurity
ions. The last source plays a significant role in particle energies above 100 keV, so for
Globus-M/M2 tokamaks, it can be ignored.

Plasma ions may be neutralized due to CX with the atoms or recombination with
electrons. Since, in both cases, momentum transfer by electrons may be neglected, it can
be assumed that resulting atoms have the same velocity as ions before neutralization. The
reaction rate for ion neutralization in a 6D space (number of atoms born in a space unit
volume per unit speed per unit solid angle per second) is described by the relation
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→
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→
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→
r )
(
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→
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where vi, θ, ϕi are ion speed, polar and azimuthal angles corresponding to velocity
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velocity distribution (probability to find particle with given velocity per unit speed per unit
solid angle) at the point represented by the radius vector
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where
→
v 0 is atom velocity;

→
v e is electron velocity; and f0 and fe are atom and electron

velocity distributions, respectively. If there are several atomic species in plasma (for
example, hydrogen and deuterium) with different rate coefficients, then the sum of these
species should be used in the right part of Formula (1) for the calculation of the total
neutralization rate.

Born atoms are not confined by the magnetic field and leave the plasma following the
linear motion trajectories. The NPA, located outside the plasma, registers atoms originating
along its line of sight (LOS). The rate of particles in a unit velocity interval entering the
collimated analyzer is equal to

dN
dtdvi

= ΩS
∫
L

<(vi, θl , ϕl ,
→
r

l
)a(
→
v

l
i , l)dl, (4)

where integration is carried out along the entire LOS L, and l is coordinated along the LOS;
→
r

l
is corresponding radius vector;

→
v

l
i is velocity directed towards NPA;

∣∣∣∣→v l
i

∣∣∣∣ = vi, θl , ϕl are

polar and azimuthal angles determining this direction; and ΩS is the solid angle parameter
determined by the NPA collimator. ΩS is independent of l and represents a solid angle at
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which the NPA input aperture can be seen, integrated over the surface S⊥, for which the
NPA LOS is a surface normal:

ΩS =
∫

S⊥

∫
ΩNPA

sin(θ)dθdϕdS. (5)

In practice, ΩS is determined during calibration, and, as is shown later, this calibration
coefficient is not required for many NPA applications, for example, for ion temperature

or isotopic composition measurements. The coefficient a(
→
v

l
i , l) takes into account the

process of ionization and CX of atoms moving along the NPA LOS. This process leads
to the attenuation of the atomic fluxes leaving the plasma. The attenuation coefficient is
determined by the following relation:

a
(
→
ν

l
i , l
)
= e
−

0∫
l

µ(v0,x)dx
, (6)

where 0 corresponds to NPA location; v0 is atom speed, v0 = vi; and µ is the linear
attenuation coefficient:

µ(v0, x) =
1
v0

(ni(x) · (RCX(v0, x) + Rii(v0, x)) + ne(x)Rei(v0, x)), (7)

RCX , Rii, and Rei are rate coefficients of CX, ionization by ion impact, and ionization
by electron impact, respectively, for the atom with speed v0.

As a rule, the distribution of neutral particles measured by NPA is described not
in velocity but in energy terms. Moreover, in order to exclude the NPA geometry from
consideration, the neutral particle flux is normalized to ΩS:

ΓCX(Ei) ≡
dN

dtdEi
/ΩS =

∫
<(Ei, θl , ϕl ,

→
r

l
)a(
→
v

l
i , l)dl, (8)

where Ei is ion energy, and <(Ei, θl , ϕl ,
→
r

l
) is the number of atoms born per unit energy

per unit solid angle per unit volume per second at the point represented by the radius

vector
→
r

l
.

The fluxes measured by the NPA are integral values. In general, the ion distribution
cannot be derived from integral Expressions (4) or (8). Several approaches have been
developed to localize measurements. If the fluxes of thermal particles are measured in
the plasma with a Maxwellian ion distribution, then with an increase in the energy of
the detected particles, their origin will be localized close to the region where the ion
temperature is maximum, i.e., to the central region of the plasma. This is caused by the
exponential drop in the number of high-energy particles with a decrease in ion temperature.
On the contrary, low-energy thermal atoms are born near the plasma boundary, where
atomic concentration and, as a consequence, the CX rate are significant. Therefore, it makes
it possible to roughly localize measurements of the energy distribution of thermal ions,
their temperature, and also the isotope ratio by choosing the energy range of detected CX
fluxes. The methodology is described in more detail in Sections 4.1 and 5.

Another approach allowing local measurements is the so-called active diagnostic.
The locality is provided by creating a target of atoms with the concentration n0t, which is
comparable to or significantly exceeds the background atomic concentration:
n0t & n0_bckg. At a sufficiently high concentration of the active target, it is possible to
achieve the conditions when the neutral flux, generated in the target region, is compa-
rable to or significantly exceeds the remaining passive integral flux along the NPA LOS:
Γa

CX & Γp
CX. The principles and features of the active diagnostic are described in more

detail in Section 2.2, with examples given in Sections 4.2 and 6.2.
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Another possible approach for NPA data interpretation is the inverse problem solution:
ion distribution is reconstructed from a set of experimental measurements, taking into
account the sensitivity of signal to different phase space regions (often called weight
function) and a priori information. However, the solution to such an ill-posed problem
requires extensive regularization, which results in a substitution of the real plasma object
with our vision of it. This approach is not discussed in this paper; an example of its
application can be found in [21].

It is necessary to notice that for both active and passive measurements, some ion
parameters can be estimated by comparing experimental data and modeling. During the
modeling process, it is possible to achieve the coincidence of the calculated and measured
neutral fluxes by varying the ion-related parameter of interest, for example, central ion
temperature. The fitting parameter determined as a result of such a procedure can be
considered a local physical value. Examples of such a direct modeling approach are given
in Sections 4.2 and 6.2.

2.2. Active Measurements Using Neutral Beam

Interpretation of the NPA data can be facilitated by the application of the active
measurement technique. An additional artificial neutral target is created in plasma by a
neutral beam (NB), as in the Globus-M/M2 case, or pellet injection. The active part of
the signal corresponds to the local 1D speed (or energy) distribution of ions in a phase
space since detected atoms are born in the given location (intersection of the NPA LOS and
neutral target) with a velocity directed along the NPA LOS.

The active part of the CX flux can be calculated by subtracting the passive signal right
after the NBI switch-off from the total signal just before the NBI switch-off. As a rule, for
the considered NPA diagnostic in Globus-M/M2, the fraction of the passive signal ranges
from a few percent for fast particles to tens of percent for thermal ones. If the finite size of
the neutral target can be neglected (e.g., it is small as compared to the plasma size), a local
distribution of ions in a 6D phase space can be calculated from (8):

Fi(Ei, θt, ϕt,
→
r

t
) ≡ fi(Ei, θt, ϕt,

→
r

t
)ni(

→
r

t
) =
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t
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where t corresponds to the neutral target; lt is the value of l corresponding to the target

location; θt, ϕt,
→
r

t
correspond to θl , ϕl ,

→
r

l
at the intersection of the target and the NPA

LOS; 〈n0tl〉L is line integrated target density; and Γa
CX is an active part of the ΓCX. In the

case of NBI application, the neutral target consists of beam b and halo h particles. Thus
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v

t
i ,
→
r

t
) may be calculated using the following expression
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t
). (10)

Summation in the first term is performed over all beam energy components. In
Globus-M/M2 case, the NB injector, based on the positive ion source, has three main energy
components, ENBI , ENBI/2, ENBI/3. Summation in the second term is performed over all
halo atom species;

→
v b is beam component velocity.

The Maxwellian-averaged reaction rate coefficient Rh
CX(vi,

→
r

t
) of ions with speed vi

incident on h-type halo atoms with mass mh having Maxwellian distribution, characterized
by temperature Th, is calculated as follows:

Rh
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t
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1
vi

√
2mh
πTh
·e−

mhvi
2

2Th

∞∫
0

vih
2·σCX(vih)·sinh
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mhvihvi
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)
·e−

mhvih
2

2Th dvih. (11)
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Expression (9) allows performing the direct reconstruction of the local value of the ion
distribution function at the given location for a certain velocity direction (determined by
the NPA geometry) without the solution of the ill-posed inverse problem required in the
case of passive measurements. Moreover, it does not require knowledge of the background
neutral density profile, which is usually the main source of uncertainty.

3. Experimental Setup

The experimental studies using NPA diagnostic were carried out at the Globus
-M [22–24] and Globus-M2 [24–27] spherical tokamaks. These machines have the same
vacuum chamber (major radius R = 36 cm, minor radius a = 24 cm) but different electro-
magnetic systems. At Globus-M, the maximum achievable toroidal magnetic field BT was
0.5 T, and plasma current Ip did not exceed 250 kA. At Globus-M2, planned BT and Ip are
1 T and 500 kA, respectively (currently achieved values are 0.9 T and 460 kA).

Globus-M was equipped with two ACORD-type [28] NPAs: ACORD-12 and ACORD-
24M. Both analyzers have the same design, shown in Figure 1, but a different number of
detectors: 12 and 24, respectively. A flat cleaning capacitor, located in front of the stripping
cell, removes charged particles from the particle flux. Atoms are ionized in the stripping cell
filled with nitrogen. The secondary ions are subjected to momentum analysis in the field
of an electromagnet and mass analysis in the field of an electrostatic deflector (capacitor).
Detection of ions is carried out by channel electron multipliers operating in the counting
mode. This allows for the provisioning of temporal resolution of particle flux measurements
up to 0.1 ms, which is enough to study such fast processes as ion transport due to the
majority of plasma instabilities. The NPA range of measured energies (dynamic range is
about 7 for both NPAs) and hence corresponding energy of each detector can be adjusted
by changing the deflector voltage and electromagnet current. Changing the NPA energy
range also allows for obtaining a more detailed energy spectrum by using measurements
with different settings in several identical discharges. Note that recently third analyzer
(CNPA) [29] was installed at Globus-M2; however, its application was not considered in
this work.
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Figure 1. ACORD-type NPA.

The experimental layout, demonstrating the arrangement of NPAs as well as other
used diagnostics and heating systems, is shown in Figure 2a. The first NPA ACORD-
12 with a transversal line of sight (LOS) has a horizontal scanning angle of 15◦, which
corresponds to the intersection with NB at R from 32.5 to 40 cm, and a vertical scanning
angle of ±10◦ relative to the equatorial plane (approximately ±17 cm vertical position scan
at the intersection with NB). It was used for the ion temperature and isotope composition
measurements as well as for the fast ion spectra study during ion cyclotron resonance
heating (ICRH). The ACORD-24M NPA has an impact parameter close to the impact
parameter of the NB injectors, and its LOS intersects the neutral beam axis at R = 44.6 cm.
This analyzer was used for the ion temperature and isotope composition measurements as
well as for the fast ion spectra study during NBI. Similar to ACORD-12, scanning systems
of the ACORD-24M allows ±10◦ vertical tilting of the NPA LOS relative to the equatorial
plane (approximately ±16 cm vertical position scan at the intersection with NB). Figure 2b
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demonstrates the ACORD-24M vertical scanning range, the typical orbit of the fast ion,
contributing to the active NPA signal and NB footprint—an area in which the main active
signal source is located in the experiments with NBI. NB injector 1, utilized for the active
measurements, has an impact parameter of ~32 cm and is equipped with two ion sources
(up to 1 MW and up to 500 kW, respectively). It is able to provide 18–30 keV H and D
injection. Power distribution along the NB cross section has a 2D Gaussian-like shape: full
horizontal width at half maximum (FWHM) is ~1.5 cm, and vertical FWHM is ~20 cm.
The second NB injector was not used for the active NPA measurements. It has an impact
parameter of ~30 cm and provides 28–50 keV 0.2–1 MW injection. Both injectors are mainly
the sources of passing energetic ions. Finally, Globus-M and -M2 were equipped with a
120 kW ICRH heating system, a source of trapped energetic ions.
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IOP Publishing.

In addition to the NPA arrangement, Figure 2a shows the layout of other diagnostics
essential for the interpretation of the NPA data (the data of these diagnostics are used in
Expressions (1)–(4), (6)–(11) or complement the NPA data in the fast ion studies). Electron
temperature and density profiles were measured using Thomson scattering (TS) system [31];
the microwave interferometer provided data on a line integrated density evolution; ion
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temperature and plasma rotation profiles were obtained using charge exchange recombina-
tion spectroscopy (CXRS) system [32,33]; effective charge Zeff was obtained utilizing Zeff
diagnostic [34,35]; He3-filled proportional neutron counter in a polyethylene moderator
was utilized for the neutron rate measurement [36]; and fast magnetic probes (frequency
range 50–300 kHz) were used for the study of the MHD instabilities. Magnetic configura-
tion was reconstructed using EFIT code [37]. Two codes were applied for the calculation
of the fast ion distribution: NUBEAM [38] and a full 3D fast ion tracking algorithm [39],
combined with the solution of the Boltzmann kinetic equation [40].

4. Ion Temperature Measurements

The generally accepted assumption used for ion temperature measurements is that
plasma ions have an isotropic Maxwellian distribution within the so-called thermal energy
range E < ~5Ti:

fi

(
Ei,
→
r
)
∼
√

Ei exp

(
− Ei

Ti(
→
r )

)
. (12)

To determine the ion temperature, both passive and active measurements of the CX
atom fluxes find an application at Globus-M/M2 tokamaks. Let us consider in more detail
each of these methods.

4.1. Passive Measurements

The passive method of ion temperature measurements is applied when the artificially
created neutral target in the plasma along the NPA LOS is small or absent. This is either
the case without NBI, the case when the active signal is small, or there is no intersection of
NPA LOS and the beam atom trajectories. The energy distribution of the detected neutral
particle flux ΓCX , similarly to the ion Maxwellian distribution, can be characterized by an
effective temperature TNPA which can be obtained from the experimentally measured ΓCX
using the following expression:

TNPA = −1/

d ln
(

ΓCX(Ei)√
Ei

)
dEi

 (13)

The example of passive NPA measurement application at Globus-M is presented in
Figure 3, where the temporal evolution of the effective ion temperature in the experiments
on ion cyclotron plasma heating is shown. Here and below, error bars indicate the standard
aleatoric error of each individual measurement unless otherwise stated. The behavior of
the temperature in the reference Ohmic discharge was also obtained by the passive method.
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where CXk  and k μ  are coefficients related to the dependence of the CX and attenuation 
rates on energy, which can be found in [9]. In the case of passive measurements from the 
plasma center 0r r= 

, the dependence of CXR  on the ion energy, represented by CXk , 

Figure 3. Time evolution of the effective ion temperature measured with NPA in the ICRH experiment
and during Ohmic discharges (discharges ##11360–11363). ICRH pulse time is shown by the shaded
area. The figure is taken from [41] and reproduced with permission from Springer Nature.
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The main question that usually arises in such measurements is whether the effective
temperature, estimated using a passive method, corresponds to the central plasma region
since the value of central ion temperature is usually the parameter of interest in the analysis
of experimental data.

For the Globus-M/M2 tokamaks, we used the traditional approach to obtain informa-
tion about ions located in the central region of the plasma. Following the common practice,
we assumed that low-energy particles in CX flux are primarily related to the peripheral
plasma. When estimating the ion temperature, these low-energy particles are excluded
from consideration. Only the particles with energies above three central ion temperatures

Ti(
→
r

0
), where

→
r

0
corresponds to the magnetic axis coordinate, are taken into account since

they are born predominantly in the hot central region of the plasma. In addition, the process
of recombination as a source of neutrals is considered to be insignificant. This leads to the
simplification of Expression (8) by neglecting the recombination term:

Γ0
CX(Ei) =

1
4π

ni(
→
r

0
)n0(

→
r

0
) fi(Ei,

→
r

0
)RCX(vi,

→
r

0
)a(
→
v

l
i ,
→
r

0
)∆L, (14)

where ni(
→
r

0
) and n0(

→
r

0
) is the density of ions and atoms in the center of the plasma,

respectively; ∆L is the characteristic size of the central plasma region; fi(Ei,
→
r

0
) is energy

ion distribution in the plasma center; and CX rate coefficient RCX is given by (2) and can
be calculated using (11). Then ion temperature can be estimated using iterative direct

modeling; Ti(
→
r

0
) is varied until the experimentally measured Γ0

CX(Ei) coincides with the
calculated one using the Expression (14).

As an alternative to this approach, a simpler and more demonstrative technique may
be implemented [9]. The effective temperature (13) usually differs from the real temperature
by no more than tens of percent but does not coincide with it because of the dependence of
RCX and a on particle energy. In the case of the local measurements the relation between Ti
and TNPA can be represented in the following form:

Ti(
→
r ) =

TNPA

1− kCXTNPA + kµ(
→
r )TNPA

, (15)

where kCX and kµ are coefficients related to the dependence of the CX and attenuation
rates on energy, which can be found in [9]. In the case of passive measurements from the

plasma center
→
r =

→
r

0
, the dependence of RCX on the ion energy, represented by kCX,

causes TNPA to be lower than the actual local ion temperature. This effect is significant
only for temperatures higher than several keVs. The dependence of attenuation on atom
energy, represented by kµ, on the contrary, causes TNPA to be higher than the actual ion
temperature since atoms with higher energies have a lower probability of being lost on the
way from their birthplace to the NPA. For the Globus-M/M2 conditions, the second effect
prevails (kµ > kCX), which means that the effective ion temperature should be higher than
the actual central ion temperature. However, in practice, during passive measurements, ∆L
is usually relatively large, so outgoing flux is averaged over a significant plasma volume,
and effective ion temperature is lower than the central one.

These approaches for central ion temperature estimates are applicable only for low-
density or high-temperature plasmas. For the Globus-M/M2 tokamaks, when the central
ion temperature > 1 keV, such an approach can be used at the level of average plasma
density not higher than 5 × 1019 m−3. This limitation is associated, as noted above,
with the screening effect of the plasma center, which results in a significant attenuation
of the outgoing CX fluxes from the plasma center to the periphery. In the discharges
with ion temperatures higher than several keVs [42], these methods are applicable in the
entire experimental density range up to ~2 × 1020 m−3. In dense plasmas with lower
ion temperatures, when the simplifying assumption described above does not work, a
computer simulation can be used to correct the ion temperature measured by NPAs. For
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this purpose, at Globus-M/M2, instead of iterative calculations using (14), the Monte Carlo
code DOUBLE-MC [43] was utilized.

4.2. Active Measurements

The active technique implies subtracting the passive part of the signal from the total
signal measured by the NPA. This can be performed by subtracting the signal after NBI is
switched off from the signal during NBI. Both approaches for ion temperature reconstruc-
tion, described in Section 4.1 for localization of passive ion temperature measurements
(expression 15 and iterative direct modeling with DOUBLE-MC), may be applied in the
case of active technique as well. The active technique minimizes their drawbacks since
measurement localization is rather small (~2 cm) and is well known (intersection of the NPA
LOS with neutral beam). Moreover, since ion temperature in the NBI discharges is usually
higher than in Ohmic discharges, this technique is applicable even at high plasma densities.

As can be seen from Figure 2a, at Globus-M/M2, the LOSs of both analyzers intersect
with the injection line of NB injector 1. At the same time, the intensity of the beam emitted
by this injector is quite high. As a result, in most cases, a situation favorable for an active
method is realized. In this case, it may be considered that the energy distribution of atoms
measured by the analyzers using the active technique corresponds to the distribution of
plasma ions at the intersection of the NPA observation line and the beam trajectory, taking
account of the dependence of RCX and a on particle energy.

An example of the active and passive NPA signal behavior right after the NB switch-
off is shown in Figure 4. Here (#41862–#41866), for neutral flux measurements in several
discharges with similar parameters, NPA measurements in different energy regions were
used in order to cover the entire energy range. NB injector 1 was used for the active
measurements until ~209 ms providing a 28.6 keV D injection, and NB injector 2 was turned
on during the entire discharge providing a 31 keV D heating beam. As can be seen from
Figure 4a, after the NB injector-1 is switched off, the flux of both fast (31.5 keV) and thermal
(1.6 keV) atoms falls from about two to several tens of times due to the transition from
active to passive measurement mode. Total measured spectra in active (t = 208 ms) and
passive (t = 211 ms) modes, shown in Figure 4b, demonstrate that active signal fraction is
significant for all NPA energy channels.

The active technique makes it possible to determine not only a local value of the ion
temperature but also to obtain a temperature profile, i.e., temperature distribution along
the plasma radius. This possibility is implemented by scanning the analyzer’s line of sight
in a series of similar discharges.

As noted in Section 3, both analyzers at the Globus-M/M2 tokamaks are capable
of scanning. Figure 5 shows the effective ion temperature profile obtained as a result of
scanning by the ACORD-12 NPA in a series of five discharges with similar parameters.
The figure also demonstrates the profiles reconstructed using Expression (15) and iterative
calculations with DOUBLE code based on the effective ion temperature profile. In this

figure, ρ is a normalized magnetic coordinate: ρ =
√

ψ−ψaxis
ψLCFS−ψaxis

, where ψ is poloidal
magnetic flux, ψaxis is ψ on the magnetic axis and ψLCFS is ψ at the LCFS. Each point in
Figure 5 corresponds to measurements in different discharges with ACORD-12, except for
ρ ≈ 0.265, representing averaged temperature obtained using ACORD-24M with a constant
LOS. For comparison, the temperature profile measured using CXRS is also shown. As
can be seen from the figure, the effective temperature values measured by the NPA exceed
the data given by CXRS by 10–15%. However, the reconstructed values of ion temperature
using both approaches (Expression (15) and iterative direct modeling with DOUBLE code)
are in good agreement with each other and with CXRS data.
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Figure 4. Active and passive NPA signals: (a) Variation in the NPA count rate after the 28.6 keV
NB injector-1 switch off for the case of 1.6 keV (discharge #41866, violet) and 31.5 keV (discharge
#41862, orange) atoms. (b) NPA spectra obtained before (active, red circles) and after (passive,
blue hexagons) NB injector-1 switch off (discharges ##41862–41866 with similar parameters). The
moments of measurements correspond to the vertical dash-dotted lines in figure (a). Error bars
indicate standard error under the assumption that the number of incident atoms is described by the
Poisson distribution.
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Formula (17) establishes a direct relationship between the density ratio of H and D 
and the ratio of the corresponding atomic fluxes and makes it possible to determine the 
plasma isotope composition by comparing the corresponding atomic fluxes entering the 
analyzer. In practice, instead of H Dn n  ratio, a percentage content of one of the isotopes 
in relation to the total number of ions is used as a quantitative characteristic of plasma 
isotope composition. For example, the content of hydrogen in an H-D plasma is defined 
as 
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Figure 5. The ion temperature profile in a series of discharges (discharges ##38876,78,79,86,87 with
similar parameters) at t = 200 ms. The effective ion temperature profile measured by NPA is shown
by circles; the reconstructed ion temperature profiles using the DOUBLE code and semi-analytical
Expression (15) are shown by triangles and diamonds, respectively. The CXRS measurement result is
shown by black squares. NPA data at ρ = 0.265 are obtained with the ACORD-24M NPA, and data
at other points are obtained with the scanning ACORD-12 NPA. The figure is taken from [9] and
reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing.

5. Isotope Composition Measurements

Isotope composition measurement using NPA is based on the comparison of atomic
fluxes of hydrogen isotopes emitted from the plasma. At the Globus-M/M2 tokamaks,
such measurements are used to determine the composition of hydrogen–deuterium plasma
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using the assumption that both of these isotopes have the same Maxwellian distribution
of the form (12) in the thermal energy region. By using the simplifications made in the
previous section for low-density plasmas, the isotope ratio in the central region of the
plasma can be expressed as:

nH/nD =
RD

CX(Ei)

RH
CX(Ei)

· aD(Ei)

aH(Ei)
· ΓH

CX(Ei)

ΓD
CX(Ei)

, (16)

where H and D denotes hydrogen and deuterium, respectively.

As was shown in [44] for small-size plasma devices, the coefficient RD
CX(Ei)

RH
CX(Ei)

· aD(Ei)
aH(Ei)

has

a weak dependence on energy. Calculations performed using the DOUBLE code for H-D
plasma with the parameters of the Globus-M tokamak showed that in the energy range
E = (0.2–2) keV, this coefficient can be considered constant within 10% and equal to 0.70.
This allows writing the ratio for the density of H and D in the following simple form:

nH/nD ≈ 0.7
ΓH

CX(Ei)

ΓD
CX(Ei)

. (17)

Formula (17) establishes a direct relationship between the density ratio of H and D
and the ratio of the corresponding atomic fluxes and makes it possible to determine the
plasma isotope composition by comparing the corresponding atomic fluxes entering the
analyzer. In practice, instead of nH/nD ratio, a percentage content of one of the isotopes in
relation to the total number of ions is used as a quantitative characteristic of plasma isotope
composition. For example, the content of hydrogen in an H-D plasma is defined as

CH = 100 · nH/(nH + nD). (18)

Figure 6 shows an example of using this characteristic to illustrate that increase in
hydrogen content leads to an improvement of ion heating in the experiments on ion-
cyclotron heating at the Globus-M tokamak. In these experiments, the measurement of
the hydrogen content, as well as the measurement of the ion temperature, was carried out
using the ACORD-12 analyzer.
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Figure 6. Ion temperature as a function of the H minority concentration in ICRH experiments
(discharges ##13773–13801 with different nH/nD ratio). Here, TH and TD are the temperatures of
hydrogen and deuterium ions in an ICRH experiment, and wide blue line is the ion temperature in the
Ohmic regime. The figure is taken from [41] and reproduced with permission from Springer Nature.
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6. Fast Ion Distribution Measurements
6.1. Passive Measurements

As mentioned above, the fluxes of CX atoms measured in the passive mode are integral
characteristics because they come to the NPA from the entire LOS. Despite this fact, passive
measurements can be used to obtain general information about plasma ions. As has already
been shown, in a number of cases, it is possible to estimate the value of the central ion
temperature, as well as to determine the isotopic composition of the plasma. Another
possible NPA diagnostic application is the study of the energetic ion behavior. These
ions appear during the auxiliary plasma heating, such as ICRH and NBI. As a rule, fast
ions are born and confined in the central regions of the Globus-M/M2 plasma. Since their
energy significantly exceeds thermal energy, they form the suprathermal “tail” in the energy
distribution that can be seen by NPAs. Thus the energy distributions of fast particles can be
easily identified in the CX spectrum.

Passive fast ion measurements with NPA were used in the ICRH experiments at
Globus-M [41]. Figure 7 shows the CX spectra of hydrogen and deuterium atoms ob-
tained at the ohmic stage of the discharge and during the RF heating. In the experiment,
nH/(nH + nD) = 20%. The measurements were performed using the ACORD-12 analyzer,
the LOS of which was directed along the major radius of the tokamak. As a result, NPA
was capable of recording fluxes of so-called “transverse” particles with pitch angles close
to 90◦, which are generated during ICRH. The performed measurements confirm the ear-
lier assumption that the main ion heating mechanism was the acceleration of hydrogen
minority ions in the ICRH region and the subsequent transfer of their energy to the bulk
plasma. This is evidenced by the presence of a characteristic tail of fast ions at energies
above 1.5 keV in the hydrogen spectrum but not in the deuterium spectrum, which is visible
in Figure 7. This tail is the reason that the difference in H and D fluxes, which is significant
in the thermal energy region, vanishes at about 2 keV. The absence of D experimental points
above 2 keV is due to poor statistics.
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value of ion temperature is obtained from D spectrum. The figure is taken from [41] and reproduced
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6.2. Active Measurements

As it was shown in the previous subsection, the passive measurements of fast CX fluxes
can give rough general information about the behavior of suprathermal ions. However,
such line-integrated measurements provide only qualitative spatial information, which
is often not enough for the study of the spatial fast ion distribution and its evolution. In
contrast to this, the active measurements can be used to study the spatially resolved fast ion
distribution. Firstly, the unprocessed active NPA signal can be analyzed in order to obtain
general information about energetic ion confinement. Figure 8 demonstrates CX atomic
spectra measured in active mode with ACORD-24M NPA in shots with different values of
Ip and BT [27]. For clarity, the spectra are normalized in the region of the injection energy.
Energies corresponding to the main (ENBI) and secondary (ENBI/2, ENBI/3, 2ENBI/3) beam
components are specified. One can see a strong U-shaped drop of the atomic fluxes in the
region of 15–28 keV and a presence of the so-called “bump-on-tail” in the ENBI region at low
values of Ip and BT, which arises due to the losses of energetic ions during their slowing
down. As is shown in Section 7.1, these losses are associated primarily with sawtooth
oscillations. The losses are so high that the energy component with 2/3 of the NBI energy,
arising due to HD molecule dissociation, is clearly seen, despite the fact that its content in
the beam does not exceed several percent. The drop weakens at Ip and BT increase, and at
BT = 0.8 T and Ip = 0.4 MA, it practically disappears. In this case, the measured spectrum
takes a near-classical slowing-down form without a bump-on-tail. Such changes indicate
improvement of the fast ion confinement.
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clarity, the spectra are normalized in the region of the injection energy. The figure is taken from [27]
and reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing.

Direct modeling of the synthetic NPA signal and its comparison with the experimental
data is probably the most common approach to the analysis of the experimental data. This
approach shows its best side in the case of active measurements. This is due to the fact that
the active source of neutrals (in our case, NB) is relatively well known in contrast to the
neutral background density. Figure 9 demonstrates energy spectra, measured with ACORD-
24M NPA during 18 keV H NBI experiments, and NPA signals, simulated using fast ion
distribution calculated with NUBEAM (note that the NUBEAM spectrum does not include
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Maxwellian part) and 3D tracking algorithm combined with the solution of the Boltzmann
kinetic equation [45]. In order to minimize a discrepancy between measurements and
model caused presumably by the uncertainty in the solid angle parameter, the calculated
spectra are normalized using the coefficient (~1.3) obtained from a large number of thermal
ion measurements in other discharges. As can be seen from the figure, the modeling results
are in good agreement with the experiment, demonstrating the adequacy of the fast ion
distribution calculation.
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using fast ion distribution calculated by NUBEAM (orange dash-dot line) and 3D tracking algorithm
combined with the solution of the Boltzmann kinetic equation (violet solid line). The figure is taken
from [46] and reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing.

Direct modeling can be used in order to estimate one or more unknown fast ion-related
parameters. In this case, parameters of interest should be varied in order to minimize
differences between the simulated and the experimental NPA spectra. This approach was
used to study the influence of Ip and BT on first orbit losses of energetic ions in Globus-M
(here, by first orbit losses, we understand the losses due to collision with tokamak wall as
well as the losses due to CX outside of the plasma, which happens in short times, sufficiently
smaller than slowing-down time). Direct losses are a sum of shine-through losses when
injected atoms leave plasma without being ionized and first orbit losses. Experimental
estimates of the first orbit losses were obtained by choosing the source function of the
Boltzmann kinetic equation in such a way that the simulated NPA spectrum matches the
experimental data. In this case, the difference between chosen and calculated sources
corresponds to the first orbit losses. Details of this method can be found in [39]. As an
alternative approach, a confined fraction of energetic ions was calculated by means of a 3D
tracking algorithm. Shine-through losses are estimated by modeling in both approaches.
The results of the calculations and experimental estimations are demonstrated in Figure 10.
Both approaches show that in addition to the dependence of first orbit losses on plasma
current observed in the conventional and spherical tokamaks, there is a weaker scaling
with the magnetic field typical for spherical machines. The reasons for these dependencies
are the inner shift of the orbit due to Ip rise and contraction of the orbit width due to the
Larmor radius decrease at BT rise. As a result, as Ip and BT increase, particle trajectories
move away from the wall (so fewer ions are lost due to wall collision) and plasma border
(so CX losses decrease due to lower neutral density).
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Figure 10. Dependence of the fast ion fraction that has not undergone direct losses on Ip and BT for
the case of 18 keV H NBI. Experimental estimate of the confined fraction is shown by dots. Modeling
results are represented by the surface. Black line represents the border of the Ip/BT > 500 kA/T region,
where instabilities related to a decrease in safety factor near the plasma boundary occur. The figure is
taken from [46] and reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing.

Finally, active NPA measurements allow localization of the experimental fast ion
distribution in the phase space. If we neglect the size of the active measurement region
(in our case it is the intersection of the NPA LOS with the NBI line), the obtained flux
will reflect the energy distribution of the fast ions with the determined velocity direction
(towards the NPA) in the measurement region. NPA is the only energetic ion diagnostic
allowing such detailed localization. In order to obtain part of the fast particle distribution
from the measured atomic flux, Expression (9) should be used. While in general, NB and
NPA LOSs have finite dimensions, masking the local features of the fast ion distribution in
Globus-M/M2, NB and LOS sizes are small compared to the full measurement range, and
the masking effect is minor.

An example of the local fast ion distribution reconstruction is presented in Figure 11a.
Note the absolute scale of the given spectrum. Fast ion distribution at the same coordinates
and pitch angles as in the experiments was calculated with NUBEAM (Figure 11b). For
convenience, energy ion distributions at three different spatial locations are shown in
Figure 12. Modeling reproduces the following main trends: (1) a decrease in the fast ion
concentration from the center to the LCFS; (2) the existence of three peaks corresponding
to three main NBI energy components (ENBI, ENBI/2, ENBI/3). These peaks are most
pronounced in the plasma center, where NB absorption per unit volume is maximal and
becomes smoother in the outer plasma region. At the same time, the simulation failed to
reproduce the steep concentration drop in the bottom left corner of the figure. Despite the
fact that drift approximation in NUBEAM is adapted for use in STs, a part of the information
is probably still lost during the conversion from the distribution of the guiding centers used
in NUBEAM to the particle distribution. The drop in the distribution is reasonably well
explained by the reverse full orbit modeling. The results of this modeling are shown in
Figure 11a. The black line presented in this figure separates ions, which circulate inside the
plasma, from the ions with orbits intersecting LCFS. The orange line separates confined
ions from the ions, hitting the first wall. It can be seen that drop in the fast ion concentration
is observed near the plasma boundary. These ions have a high probability of undergoing
CX losses in the outer part of their orbits where atomic concentration is high. Energetic ion
concentration drop continues to the area where ions begin to hit the wall. The measured
fast ion concentration in this region is close to the standard error level.
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Figure 11. Experimental energy and spatial distribution of the fast deuterium, reconstructed using ex-
pression 9 (a) (discharges ##39001, 39006-9, 39013, 39015 with similar parameters; energy spectra were
measured at different spatial locations from discharge to discharge) and simulated with NUBEAM
(b). Grey surface shows standard error level. Magenta error bars show epistemic uncertainty. Black
and orange lines indicate the borders below which the ion orbits intersect the LFCS and tokamak wall,
respectively. The figure is taken from [30] and reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing.
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Figure 12. Fast ion energy distribution at different spatial locations obtained in the experiment using
active NPA diagnostic (points and lines) and simulated using NUBEAM (filled areas). Error bars—
sum of the epistemic and aleatoric (95% confidence interval) errors. The figure is taken from [30] and
reproduced with permission from IOP Publishing.

7. Fast Ion Spectra Change during Instabilities
7.1. Sawtooth Oscillations

The effect of sawtooth oscillations on the fast particle confinement was observed at
the Globus-M tokamak during NBI with energies of 25–30 keV and power of 600 kW. The
experiments were carried out at Ip = 200 kA, BT = 0.4 T, and an average plasma density
of 3.5–4 × 1019 m−3. Typical values of ion and electron temperature were 400–500 eV
and 500–600 eV, correspondingly. The CX spectra were measured using the ACORD-24M
analyzer. Since the NPA line of sight intersected the NBI line at a major radius R = 0.446 m,
it was possible to perform the active measurements of CX fluxes coming from the central
region of the plasma.
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The behavior of the registered suprathermal particle flux with energy close to the
main injection energy is shown in Figure 13. In order to identify the moments of internal
reconnection, the figure also includes the signals of a soft X-ray monitor and neutron
detector. As can be seen from the figure at the sawtooth crash, the atomic flux drops
sharply. The flux decrease during reconnection reaches 90%. In the intervals between
drops, the CX flux gradually increases and returns to the initial value. As can be seen from
Figure 13, the neutron rate drop is significantly lower than the NPA drop. In the Globus-M
tokamak, neutron yield is determined primarily by beam–plasma interaction and hence
roughly proportional to the number of fast ions and to the concentration of thermal ions.
The difference in the signal of the neutron detector and NPA indicates that fast ions are
redistributed from the phase space region observed by NPA, but not all of them are lost.
Since the decrease in neutron rate is associated not only with the fast ion losses but also
with their transport to the outer region, where thermal ion density is lower and fusion
reaction rate has strong energy dependence, the neutron drop (which is 20–30%) may be
used only for a rough estimation of fast ion losses.
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Figure 13. The time traces of signals during sawtooth oscillations in discharge #31965. From top to
bottom: soft X-ray, 25.3 keV atomic flux, neutron rate. The figure is taken from [45] and reproduced
with permission from IOP Publishing.

The CX spectra recorded before and immediately after the reconnection are shown in
Figure 14. After reconnection, the number of particles registered by the analyzer decreases
in the whole suprathermal energy range. Both spectra have a noticeable U-shaped drop
between ENBI and ENBI/2. Such spectra shape can be explained by the losses and redistribu-
tion of fast ions over space and pitch angles, which occur at the moments of reconnection.
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The shape of the spectrum shown in Figure 14 is explained by the following consider-
ation. The period of sawtooth oscillations in the considered experiments is about 2 ms. The
characteristic slowing-down time of fast ions is about 10 ms. Particles generated with the
injection energy do not have time to slow down considerably and fill the space between the
NBI peaks during the time between reconnections. These conditions lead to the formation
of the U-shaped drop between ENBI and ENBI/2.

7.2. Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes

Another example of the NPA application for the instability-induced fast ion transport
study is measurements in the discharges with Toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE). At
Globus-M/M2, these instabilities lead to energetic ion redistribution, observed using the
active NPA technique. Figure 15 demonstrates a variation in the 27 keV atomic flux (close
to ENBI) at TAE bursts. The local source of this active signal corresponds to ρ ≈ 0.2, which
means that energetic ion transport from the plasma center is observed. Figure 16 shows
atomic flux spectra before the instability burst and right after it for the case of D injection
into D and H plasmas. Change of the spectra in a wide energy range is observed. The
highest signal decrease corresponds to the atomic fluxes with energy close to ENBI (up to
75%), while in both cases, the drop in spectra spreads down to energy that corresponds to
the Alfvén velocity.
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sion occurs: the signal stops falling and starts rising during TAE. Such behavior indicates 
the outward transport of the energetic ions. The closer the investigated region is to the 
periphery, the faster the signal drops to the pre-TAE level after TAE ends. The reason for 
such behavior is an increase in CX fast ion losses near the plasma border. 
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such behavior is an increase in CX fast ion losses near the plasma border. 

Figure 16. CX spectra measured before (green) and after (orange) the TAE burst: (a) D injection
into D plasma, discharge #31996; (b) D injection into H plasma, discharge #31784. Ea—energy
corresponding to the Alfvén velocity. Figure (a) is taken from [45] and reproduced with permission
from IOP Publishing.
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Scanning active NPA was utilized for the study of energetic ion spatial transport
during TAEs. In the dedicated experimental series (discharges ##39001, 39006-9, 39013,
39015; 800 kW 28.5 keV NBI) vertical NPA scan, similar to the one discussed in Section 6.2,
was performed from shot to shot. During the scan, the LOS tilting angle was changed from
0◦ to −9.3◦, which corresponds to ρ change from ~0.23 to ~0.6. Figure 17 demonstrates
a variation in the 25.3 keV NPA signals at different NPA positions. In the plasma center,
the CX flux drop is observed, indicating ion transport from this region. At ρ ≈ 0.42, the
inversion occurs: the signal stops falling and starts rising during TAE. Such behavior
indicates the outward transport of the energetic ions. The closer the investigated region is
to the periphery, the faster the signal drops to the pre-TAE level after TAE ends. The reason
for such behavior is an increase in CX fast ion losses near the plasma border.
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A combination of the two approaches discussed above (measurement of the energy
spectrum change and spatial scanning) allows for studying the spatial transport of ions
with different energies. Figure 18 shows the reconstructed part of the energy and spatial
fast ion distribution before and during TAE using the expression 9. The data were obtained
in the dedicated experimental series discussed above (discharges ##39001, 39006-9, 39013,
39015). For convenience, Figure 19 demonstrates a section of Figure 18 at TAE at inner
(ρ ≈ 0.23) and outer (ρ ≈ 0.57) spatial points. NPA measurements show outward transport
in a wide range of energies E ? 20 keV (there is also another region with strong ion
transport at E ≈ 11–14 keV, ρ ≈ 0.45–0.6, which is not discussed here). As discussed in
Section 6.2, the outer region, populated with fast ions during the TAE burst, is characterized
by high CX losses. Ions in this region are lost in a short time, so relatively high ion
concentration there remains only when instability is active (see lower panels of Figure 17
for example). Thus, it can be argued that TAE leads not only to fast ion transport but also to
their losses.
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8. Conclusions

Neutral particle analyzers are versatile diagnostic instruments that allow for studying
ion components of high-temperature plasma. Since analyzed atoms are former plasma
ions, the interpretation of the measured data is straightforward: obtained atomic spectrum
reflects the ion distribution adjusted for the dependence of atomic birth rate and neutral flux
attenuation on particle energy. As compared to other ion diagnostics, NPA has high energy
and mass resolution as well as the ability to conduct line-integrated or local measurements
while operating in passive or active mode, respectively.

This paper provides the main physical principles of the diagnostic as well as formulas
for the calculation of the NPA signal (Expression (8)) and also for the reconstruction of
the plasma parameters from the experimental data: ion temperature (Expressions (13) and
(15)), isotopic composition (Expression (16) and (17)), and non-Maxwellian distribution
(Expression (9)). NPA capabilities are illustrated with the data obtained at Globus-M/M2
spherical tokamaks. NPAs were used at these machines for more than 20 years in active
and passive modes, providing examples for all the discussed diagnostic applications. It
was routinely used for the ion temperature and hydrogen ion composition measurements
in the pure Ohmic discharges as well as in the discharges with NBI and ICRH heating.
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In addition, it provided data on the energetic particle confinement in the ICRH- and
NBI-heated plasma. In the active operation mode, it was possible not only to reconstruct
local fast ion distribution but also to observe its evolution during instabilities: sawtooth
oscillations and toroidal Alfvén eigenmodes.

9. Patents

The work is performed on the Unique Scientific Facility “Spherical tokamak Globus-
M”, which is incorporated in the Federal Joint Research Center “Material science and
characterization in advanced technology”.
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and editing, A.D.M. and F.V.C. All authors have read and agreed to the published version of
the manuscript.
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